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HVAC, Mechanical, and Electrical
We give you solutions
Professionalism, expertise, and service with best quality are the important icon that always kept by PT TUN in term of serving in Mechanical and Electrical services

On the globalization era, where the business competition is quiet tight, is becoming our challenge to provide best services to the community and pro actively participate in development act in Indonesia, without avoiding the territorial autonomy the supportive competition among the states/provinces hopefully could grow and develop to the healthy and prosperous country.

In term of developing the corporate, through this moment we proudly introduce:

“PT TATA UDARA NUSANTARA”

Establish on September, 2002, with the notaries’ deed of construction services, specialize for HVAC, Mechanical, & Electrical.

The company's philosophy is to provide best services, by then we hope the opportunity and trust will invite us to participate in executing current and future projects.

Finally, thank for your attention, trust, and cooperation in effort to develop our nation and country.

Jakarta, September 2002

Director

Vision

To be the largest EPC contractors of HVAC, mechanical, and electrical in business sector, oil and gas, power plant, petrochemicals and mining.

Mission

- Customers satisfaction as a primary goal in our business
- Be a benefits company for our shareholders.
- Be a high growth rate company that believed by investor
- Providing security for business partners
- Create an eco-friendly work environment
Our Business Sectors

- Oil & Gas
  Offshore & onshore, exploration & production facilities, refinery plant unit.

- Power Plant
  Geothermal power plant, coal fire power plant, hydro electric power generation.

- Petrochemical and Mining
  Cement industries, fertilizer industries.
  Coal production facilities, ferro nikal production facilities, copper & gold production facilities.

Our Services

- Engineering
  Acquires all legal documents and permits which are related to standardization and specification, which will be implemented. Engineering details of project, such as: materials availability, equipment resources, and the condition of project location.

- Construction
  Concentrate on the aspects of logistic for mobilization, safety precaution and project plan and schedule for materials and equipment.

- Procurement
  Will use engineering calculation in purchasing materials and equipment, and synchronize with the schedule of equipment delivery to the project location.

- Maintenance
  As a form of after sales services for user satisfaction.